We used the PBE functional 1 of density functional theory (DFT) including the D3 van der Waals correction to account for London dispersion interactions. 2 All calculations were performed in the VASP package 3-5 using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method to account for core − valence interactions. 6 The kinetic energy cutoff for plane wave expansions was set to 350 eV, and reciprocal space was sampled using the Γ-point scheme. We applied Gaussian smearing using a small width of 0.05 eV. Transition state (TS) searches were conducted using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method to generate the reaction path and the transition state structure. 7 All initial state (IS) and final state (FS) geometries were converged to within 5×10 −2 eV/Å for maximal components of forces, and the forces on TS structures were converged to 0.1 eV/Å.
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conduction band of the perovskite. The whole system is fully relaxed, except that the bottom organic iodide layer is fixed.
We have compared the reaction energies and activation barriers between single-layer model (only the bottom MA iodide layer is fixed) and double-layer model (the top layer is fully relaxed and the second layer is fixed) of MAPbI 3 . The results are shown in the below Table S1 . Indeed, the results are very close. Therefore, we consider that the thickness of our structural model has little effect on the surface HER reaction, and single-layer structural model seems to be adequate to describe the HER reaction on the MAPbI 3 surface. Our structural model explicitly includes the EEI between the water solution and MAPbI 3 surface, allowing surface reconstruction. The MA + molecules on the surface exhibit two orientations. Some MA + cations have the -NH 3 pointed upward forming hydrogen bonds (HB) with the first layer of H 2 O, while the others have the -NH 3 pointed downward to form HB to the second layer I anions, similar to the surface structure in a vacuum. The band structure for the MAPbI 3 surface in water solution is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We find a band gap of 1.76 eV in solvent (2.30 eV in vacuum). For the excited state under visible light irradiation, the electrons and holes separate with the electrons associated with Pb atoms while the holes are associated with I atoms, which we simulate here by calculating the triplet state, Fig. 1(c) . After doping with two potassium atoms to mimic the photoexcited state, the semiconductor has two electrons in the conduction band, defining the Fermi level ( Fig. 1(b) ). Here the conduction band minimum is dominated by the 6p character of lead atoms, so the extra two electrons are located on lead atoms, which is also confirmed by the charge difference analysis in Fig. 1(d) . Such delocalized electrons over Pb atoms are consistent with the previous studies. 9,10 We also calculated the same reaction mechanism for H 2 generation for the dark reaction. To do this, we removed the two potassium atoms whose electrons had gone to the conduction band. We then optimized the initial structure, intermediate state and final structure, which are shown in Fig.  S3 of the Supporting Information. Here we note that, the structure of the intermediate state has the H of MA + forming an H-I bond to the I atom in the lead iodide layer, not the lead hydride that we find stable with photoexcitation. This is because no extra electron is located at the lead atom, so the H from MA + prefers to bond to the negative charged I. The activation barrier for this reaction is calculated to be 2.61 eV. Then, the second H in the recovered MA + moves to the H in H-I to form the H 2 molecule. This second reaction has an activation barrier of 2.25 eV. The energies for these two reactions are endothermic by a total energy of 1.92 eV. This large energy barrier for the dark condition is close to that of 2.96 eV for electrolysis of water under standard conditions. This is consistent with the recent experiment observations. 11 Fig. S4 . The reaction pathway for the H 2 generation in the dark condition, and the activation barriers and reaction energies are also shown.
